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Over the past few decades, local communities in California have 
enacted some of the strongest and most innovative gun violence 
prevention policies in the nation. Often, thes.e efforts have led the 
way for new and improved gun laws at the state level-laws that 
prevent shootings and save lives. 

INTRODUCTION 

A fundamental function oflocal government ls to pass laws that address specific needs of 
its community. Because they face fewer bureaucratic and political hurdles, local 
governments are also often incubators of pioneering policies, especially when it comes to
gun violence prevention. 

Recognizing and fearing this, the gun lobby has spent the past several decades seeking to 
prevent local governments from passing laws that regulate gum:; und gun owncrc. ln moi;t 
states, the gun lobby has successfully lobbied state governments to enact onerous firearm 
preemption laws1 that take regulatory power away from local governments-but not in 
California. 

CALIFORNIA: A MODEL FOR LOCAL GUN SAFETY 

California has not fallen victim to gun lobby strong-arming and still allows local 
governments wide latitude to prevent gun violence in their communities.2 Starting in the 
mid-1990s, California communities began passing hundreds oflocal laws that go above and 
beyond state and federal law to prevent gun violence and tragedies. 
This local activity has also acted as a catalyst for state laws. Many of California's strong 
state gun laws were initially conceptualized and adopted at the local level. The following is 
a sampling of state laws:4 that began as local laws in California: 

1 For additional information, see https://lawcenter.giffords.org/gun•laws/policy-areas/other-laws
policias/preamption-of-local-lawi;/ 
1 Suter v. City of Lafayette, o7 cal. Rptr. :.l.d 410 (Cal. ct. App. 1!:19 /). 
3 For additional information, see https://lawcenter.giffords.org/gun.taws/state-law/california/ 
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